Media Release

Clariant hosting IoPP at its Belen, New Mexico
production facility
 Drug and Pharmaceutical Committee of the Institute of Packaging
Professionals (IoPP) makes its second visit to Belen
 The Committee saw the site's latest production technologies for
manufacturing controlled atmosphere packaging that enhances
and protects healthcare products
 Clariant at forefront of developing systems specifically designed
to address sensitive formulations, regulatory requirements and
market-specific needs
Muttenz, October 23, 2014 – Clariant, a world leader in specialty chemicals, recently hosted the
Drug and Pharmaceutical Committee of the Institute of Packaging Professionals (IoPP) at its
production facility in Belen, New Mexico.
The Committee is organized to study overall packaging operations and related problems of the drug
and pharmaceutical industry. Its objective is to study the technical advances and problems in the
packaging area of the pharmaceutical industry. Membership is composed of individuals from
companies in the pharmaceutical industry which are involved in the Research and Development of
new chemical/biological entities and the manufacturing and marketing of human prescription
drugs.
Clariant Healthcare Packaging provided the Committee with a comprehensive plant tour showcasing
its latest technologies, including its newest high capacity production lines for its Sorb-it® desiccant
canisters and packets. The group also observed Clariant’s manufacturing lines for its containerclosure systems, such as its Oxy-Guard® barrier bottles. Included in the visit program was a full
briefing on time-of-protection calculations, shelf-life simulation and headspace management,
considering active agents, passive barriers and conditions of use.
“We are extremely happy to have hosted this extremely important and renowned Committee at our
flagship North America site,” said Andy Walti, Head of Healthcare Packaging at Clariant. “We are
confident that the visit helped the Committee in their pursuit of further technical understanding of
controlled atmosphere packaging technologies and their impact on drug and packaging
development.”
The Committee last visited the Belen site in 2007.
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Sorb-it® AND Oxy-Guard® ARE TRADEMARKS OF CLARIANT REGISTERED IN MANY COUNTRIES.

www.clariant.com
Clariant is a globally leading specialty chemicals company, based in Muttenz near Basel/Switzerland. On December 31, 2013 the company
employed a total workforce of 18,099. In the financial year 2013, Clariant recorded sales of CHF 6.076 billion for its continuing businesses. The
company reports in four business areas: Care Chemicals, Catalysis & Energy, Natural Resources, and Plastics & Coatings. Clariant’s corporate
strategy is based on five pillars: increase profitability, reposition portfolio, add value with sustainability, foster innovation and R&D, and intensify
growth.
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